Individual Lash Extensions
Girl-Next-Door

At Flutters we offer featherlight lash extensions with variations in thickness, length, curl and
colour for a truly unique look. Not sure what look you’re after? We’re here to help you decide!
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Lash SERVICES

Cluster Lash Extensions
95

∙ 40 LASHES PER EYE ∙

Spiffy Bella

Lash Shapes
69

Soft and subtle natural-looking lashes. Wake up every morning
looking refreshed and ready to go. Ideal for those who are looking
for (just) that little extra.

Busy bumblebees with not much time to spare, these are for you.
Get groomed in the speediest time. Intertwining Y or W-shaped
extensions creates a voluminous effect with just a small amount
of lashes. Swish-swoosh! Off you sashay to your next appointment.

Classic Vintage Beauty

Add-Ons

115

∙ 60 LASHES PER EYE ∙

Signature! Flutters’ Signature look adds definition and volume to

create a style that looks stunning yet effortless. Gives the effect of
wearing mascara without the hassle of daily removal while eyes look
lined as a result of a fuller lash line. Adios good ole eye make-up!

Flaunt & Flirt

135

∙ 90 LASHES PER EYE ∙

Show your flair with butterfly-like fluttery lashes! Get the Gyaru style
with amazing volume and curls. What can we say? Flaunt & flirt.

Scandoll-ous

155

∙ MORE THAN 90 LASHES PER EYE ∙
Lashes that are the talk of the town. A full, lustrous lash line that
looks impossibly glamorous. Ideal for expressive individuals who
want a bold and daring over-the-top set of lashes. Bring it on!

The Late(Lash) Bloomer 135-155
Popular! Love individual lash extensions but limited by the amount

of natural lashes you have? We have a game-changer. Outdo yourself
with this artisanal technique of 1:3 or 1:6 extensions application.
A full lash line that is (still) featherlight soft, and longer lasting!
Once you’ve bloomed, you’ll never go back.

Gen-teel

70

For all the Adams in our hearts. Discreet yet effective solution for
gents with sparse short lash problems. So suit up! Look refined and
le-gggendary.

20-40

Bonbon Glitter Lashes

20-40

Splash of colour for extra fun and style. Choose from subtle tinted
hues of blue, green, red or purple. Dual-tone colour graduation
lashes available too!

That’s right. Life’s a party. Throw some glitter on! Great for festive
seasons or a short vacation.

Lash Bling

20-80

Add Swarovski crystals to your extensions for a little sparkle.
Appropriate for brides and their bevy of bridesmaids or special
events. Comes in a variety of colours.

LOWER LASHES

20

Others
Only for Flutters
extensions

Extension
Removal

Plain vanilla lovers. This style enhances the
original lash shape.

Dolly

Longer centre extensions that give a Bambiesque effect, opening up your eyes.

Coloured Lashes

Retouch

NATURAL

∙ Individual Extensions
∙ The Late (Lash) Bloomer (1:3)
∙ The Late (Lash) Bloomer (1:6)

30-50
40-60
50-70

∙ Flutters’ extensions
∙ Other salons’ extensions

10
20

LASH PERMING

69

Sensual

The cat woman. Gradual longer extensions on
outer edge of eyes for a lingering sexy blink.

Lash Curls
J LASH THE NATURAL BEAUTY

Au naturel de rigueur! J has the least amount of curl.
Extensions virgin? Begin your foray with these! They
will lengthen and thicken your incumbent.

B LASH THE FLIRTY GIRL NEXT DOOR

Minimalist yet chic! Get a soft, flirty and feminine curl
with the B lash. An excellent choice for all lash types
and eye shapes.

C LASH THE GIRLY GIRL

Contemporary and alluring! The most popular
extensions in our line giving a clear increase in curl
akin to your hand-held lash curler. They’re dramatic
without being over the top.

D LASH THE DRAMA QUEEN

Show-stopping enchantment! Ultra-glam is your
everyday aspiration! If you seek high street appearance
and fancy Doll-like, doe-eyed lashes, search no more!
These eyelashes are for full-blown, flirtatious flutters!

L LASH THE OUTGOING PEPPY GIRL

Hottest trend! Great for very straight lashes, monoeyelids, deep set eyes. L protrudes forward before a
lovely gentle lift. Its full contact with our lashes allows
extensions to last longer between fills. Swim, dive or
jog? We’ve got you covered.

